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HTML5 Guidelines for Web DevelopersAddison Wesley, 2011

	In 2010, HTML5 became the buzzword on the web developer scene. Large companies,
	such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft, began to use the new technology.
	The popularity of the catchword HTML5 grew, not least of all because of the
	heated debate between Apple and Adobe over whether this would mean the end
	of Flash.


	In this book,...
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Developing Web Applications with Haskell and YesodO'Reilly, 2012

	
		This fast-moving guide introduces web application development with Haskell and Yesod, a potent language/framework combination that supports high-performing applications that are modular, type-safe, and concise. You’ll work with several samples to explore the way Yesod handles widgets, forms, persistence, and RESTful content....
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FranklinCovey Style Guide: For Business and Technical Communication (5th Edition)FT Press, 2012

	FranklinCovey Style Guide: For Business and Technical Communication can help any writer produce documents that achieve outstanding results. Created by FranklinCovey, the world-renowned leader in helping organizations enhance individual effectiveness, this edition fully reflects today’s online media and global business challenges....
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HTML Mastery: Semantics, Standards, and StylingFriends of Ed, 2006
Why settle for average HTML, when you can become a master of it? Markup is the fabric that holds the web together, but most people only scratch the surface of what can be achieved using (X)HTML.
 
 That's where this unique book comes in—it's aimed at web designers and developers who have already mastered the basics of HTML and web...
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Powering Office 2003 with XML (Power Pack Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Find out how to
	Understand XML specification and schemas     
	Set up and complete InfoPathTMÐ’ forms     
	Design new forms from XML data files     
	Debug InfoPath scripts     
	Tackle real-world problems with the help of case studies     

...
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HTML5 Developer's Cookbook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2011

	Using HTML5, web developers can create standards-based browser applications with extraordinary richness and power, incorporating everything from drag-and-drop to native audio and video—all without any third-party plug-ins. Simply put, every web developer needs to master HTML5—and...
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Essential PHP Tools: Modules, Extensions, and AcceleratorsApress, 2004

	This book is an essential guide to some of the best free add-ons to PHP. These add-ons, or tools, provide invaluable functionality for improving your PHP web applications, including accessing databases, generating robust Web forms, using page templating systems, creating and parsing XML documents, authenticating users, and much more.

...
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Programming Microsoft ASP.NETMicrosoft Press, 2003
Advance your expertise with ASP.NET and the Microsoft .NET Framework 1.1—and  build dynamic Web solutions that can run across multiple browsers and mobile  devices. This guide expertly balances coverage of ASP.NET infrastructure with  practical, hands-on examples you can modify for your own Web applications and  services. As you examine...
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The Haskell Road to Logic, Maths and Programming (Texts in Computing S.)College Publications, 2004
Long ago, when Alexander the Great asked the mathematician Menaechmus for a crash course in geometry, he got the famous reply “There is no royal road to mathematics.” Where there was no shortcut for Alexander, there is no shortcut for us. Still, the fact that we have access to computers and mature programming languages means that there...
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Rapid Portlet Development with WebSphere Portlet Factory: Step-by-Step Guide for Building Your Own PortletsIBM Press, 2008
The Step-by-Step Guide to Building World-Class Portlet Solutions–Fast!
 

Portlet development traditionally has been difficult and time-consuming, requiring costly resources and specialized expertise in multiple technologies. IBM®...
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Integration of World Knowledge for Natural Language Understanding (Atlantis Thinking Machines)Atlantic Monthly Press, 2012

	This book concerns non-linguistic knowledge required to perform computational natural language understanding (NLU). The main objective of the book is to show that inference-based NLU has the potential for practical large scale applications. First, an introduction to research areas relevant for NLU is given. We review approaches to linguistic...
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From Photon to Pixel: The Digital Camera Handbook (Digital Signal and Image Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2017

	This second edition of the fully revised and updated From Photon to Pixel presents essential elements in modern digital photographic devices. Our universal infatuation with photography profoundly affects its usage and development.

	While some sides of photographic “culture” remain wholly unchanged – art photography,...
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